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ABSTRACT

Commercially available active noise control headphones rely on fixed analog
controllers to drive "anti-noise" loudspeakers. Our design uses an adaptive
controller to optimally cancel unwanted acoustic noise. This headphone
would be particularly useful for workers who operate or work near heavy
machinery and engines because the noise is selectively eliminated. Desired
sounds, such as speech and warning signals, are left to be heard clearly.

The adaptive control algorithm is implemented on a Texas Instruments
(TI™)1 TMS320C30GEL digital signal processor (DSP), which drives a Sony
CD550 headphone/microphone system. Our experiments indicate that
adaptive noise control results in a dramatic improvement in performance
over fixed noise control. This improvement is due to the availability of high-
performance programmable DSPs and the self-optimizing and tracking
capabilities of the adaptive controller in response to the surrounding noise.

�������������������������������������������������������

1 TI is a trademark of Texas Instruments Incorporated.
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INTRODUCTION

This work addresses the problem of acoustic noise. Since prolonged exposure
to excessive levels of acoustic noise can cause permanent hearing loss, safety
problems, and lower worker productivity, reduction of noise is an important
goal. Machinery and engines are a major source of noise, and much of this
noise occurs in the low frequency range. Passive methods used to reduce
noise, such as earmuffs, are not especially effective at low frequencies due to
the relatively long wavelength of the sound [1]. However, active noise control
(ANC) has proven to be effective at these low frequencies [2]. The underlying
principle of ANC is to generate a secondary sound wave to destructively
interfere with the unwanted noise, thereby reducing the net sound pressure.

Active noise control technology can be used in a wide variety of situations,
including car or airplane headrests, automobile exhaust mufflers, and
refrigerator fans. Headphones that employ ANC would be particularly useful
for airport ramp workers, ambulance drivers, and many others who operate
on or near heavy machinery. Aside from low-frequency noise control, another
benefit is that the offending noise, in some cases, can be selectively
eliminated, leaving desired sounds such as speech and warning signals to be
heard clearly.

For the ANC technique, there are two approaches to designing the controller
that drives the "anti-noise" loudspeakers: fixed and adaptive. Fixed (analog)
controllers, which are easier to implement, are used in commercial ANC
headphones. This paper describes the implementation of adaptive control.
The self-optimizing and tracking capabilities of the adaptive controller in
response to the surrounding noise suggest that improved performance over
fixed controllers is achievable. Furthermore, the availability of high-
performance programmable DSPs makes the implementation of
computationally-intensive adaptive algorithms feasible.

OUTLINE

This paper includes:

• A brief overview of ANC headphones available on the market
• An explanation of ANC theory and structures
• One family of adaptive algorithms used for ANC: the filtered-X least-

mean-square algorithm (FXLMS)
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• A description of the C-language implementation of the FXLMS algorithm,
including the associated system identification

• A complete TI TMS320C30 implementation of an adaptive ANC system for
headphones

• A performance comparison between the ’C30-based adaptive ANC system
and a commercially available ANC system for headphones

COMMERCIALLY AVAILABLE ANC HEADPHONES

There are currently three companies that sell ANC headphones: ANVT and
NCT Inc., which are active noise control technology companies, and Koss
Corporation, a headphone manufacturer. The ANC headphones produced by
these companies use fixed analog controllers and claim to achieve a reduction
of about 18 dB within the 30 Hz to 1400 Hz frequency bandwidth. However,
testing of one pair of headphones shows that an average of 8---10 dB reduction
is achieved for both narrow-band and wide-band noise. Because of the
limitations of the fixed controller, the commercial headphones are not able to
maximize the noise reduction and maintain stability for various types of
noises.

THEORY AND STRUCTURES FOR ACTIVE NOISE CONTROL

Active noise control uses the principle of superposition: two sound waves
combine additively. Therefore, if one can deliberately generate a sound wave
to oppose the pressure fluctuations of an unwanted sound wave, then the net
result is lowered sound pressure fluctuation.

As an example of an active noise control problem, consider the situation of a
helicopter pilot. A headphone set mounted with actively controlled speakers,
which selectively cancel the engine-induced noise, would be quite desirable.
The environment would be made safer since the selectivity property means
that speech and warning sounds would still be heard clearly. Moreover, such
a device could be much less expensive to build than a cockpit that uses
passive means to reduce noise [10].

The simplified representation of such a feedforward active noise control
system is given in Figure 1, where all the signals shown are sampled signals,
and Q−�  is the unit delay operator. The goal of adapting the feedforward

controller, # Q K� � 	
−� , is to cancel the noise at location (c), the pilot's ears. This

noise originates from a source, the engine, located at point (a). A detection
microphone is placed at location (a), and the signal that is picked up is
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filtered through# Q K� � 	
−�  and fed to a loudspeaker mounted in the headphone

set. The loudspeaker then emits an "anti-noise" (also referred to as secondary
noise) to cancel the primary noise at location (c). The uncancelled noise is
picked up by an error microphone, which is also mounted in the headphone
set, and that error signal, E K� 	 , is used to tune the filter driving the
loudspeaker.

 Figure 1. Active Acoustic Noise Control Feedforward Scheme [6]

The active noise control problem just described is illustrated in Figure 2 in
block diagram form. The acoustical propagation dynamics are represented by
' Q� 	

−� . The loudspeaker/microphone system, referred to as the plant, is

represented by 0 Q� 	
−� . The signal V K� 	  represents the noise that is unrelated

to the primary noise signal X K� 	 . The goal is to find a control input to the
plant, U K� 	 , so that the output of the plant matches that of the system

' Q� 	
−� , modulo a phase shift of 180°. This is done by adapting the controller

parameters. The summing junction represents the superposition of the two
acoustical waveforms: only the signals from the error microphone ; � 	=E K  and
the detection microphone ; � 	=X K  are available for use in adaptation.
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 Figure 2. Adaptive Feedforward Control Structure [6]

The control of the plant ; � 	=0 Q
−�  and the three-dimensional acoustical

superposition make the problem of active noise control much more difficult
than the related problems of line echo cancellation (LEC) and acoustic echo
cancellation (AEC) [3]. In the LEC and AEC problems, the cancellation is
done electrically and small delays are tolerable. However, for the active noise
control problem, even small delays have a serious degrading effect on the
performance of the system.

When the detection microphone signal is not available, as in the case with
portable ANC headphones, the feedback structure developed by Morari [11]
can be used. An estimate of the primary noise, D K� 	 , is obtained by
introducing a mathematical model of the plant into the algorithm as shown
in Figure 3. Note that if the model perfectly predicts the output of the plant,
then the estimated noise, $� 	D K , exactly matches the actual noise.
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 Figure 3. Adaptive Feedback Control Structure [11], [9]

THE FILTERED-X LMS ALGORITHM

The filtered-X LMS algorithm developed by Widrow [8] seeks the controller
coefficients (weight vector) of # Q K� � 	−� , which minimize the mean-squared

error, x = % E K; � 	=� . The mean-squared error is the average power of the error
microphone signal. To accomplish this task, a gradient method is used. In the
feedforward configuration, the component of E K� 	  that is correlated with X K� 	

is removed, leaving only V K� 	 . It is this feature that allows the selectivity
property in an ANC system.

The controller weight vector, q# N

4
K C K C K C K

#
� 	 ; � 	� � 	����� � 	== � �  is adjusted in the

direction of the gradient

∇ = �

�q#

% E K; � 	=
�  . (1)

Because the exact gradient is unavailable, an estimate must be used. In the
LMS algorithm, the instantaneous value of the error squared, E K

� � 	 , is used
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as an estimate of the mean squared error, x = % E K; � 	=� . So, with this simple
estimate of the gradient

$ � 	∇ = �

�q#

E K
� , (2)

the adaptive algorithm becomes

$ � 	 $ � 	 $ � 	q q
m

# #
K K K= − + ⋅ ∇�

�
, (3)

where m  is the adaptation stepsize, which regulates the speed and stability
of adaptation. To find an expression for � 	∇ K , note that

$ � 	 � 	 � 	 � 	∇ = =K E K E K E K

# #

�

�q

�

�q

�
�

and, with the parameters of the controller held constant,

E K D K 0 Q # Q K X K

D K 0 Q C X K C X K C X K N
N #
#

� 	 � 	 � 	 � � 	 � 	

� 	 � 	; � 	 � 	 � � � � 	= �

= −
= − + − + + −

− −

−

� �

�

� �
� �
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Hence,
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The gradient algorithm is then given as

$ � 	 $ � 	
^

� 	q q m# #
0

K K X E K= − − ⋅�  .

But since the signals in the vector X K
0^
� 	  are not directly available, the

algorithm uses an estimate of the plant model so that $� 	 � 	0 Q X K−�  is used

instead of 0 Q X K� 	 � 	
−� . Therefore, a filtered version of X K� 	  is used to update

the controller-weight vector-----hence, the name filtered-X LMS. This feature
is clearly illustrated in Figure 4. The complete algorithm is given as:

$ � 	 $ � 	
^

� 	

^
� 	 ; � 	� � 	����� � 	=

� 	 ; � 	� � 	����� � 	=

$ � 	 ; � 	� � 	� ���� � 	=

� 	 $� 	 � 	 $

^ ^
� 	

$

^
� 	 ; $ $ � ��� � $ =

$

$

$ $ $

$

�

q q m

q

# #
0

0
0 0 0 #

4

0
4

# N
4

0

4

N
4

K K X E K

X K X K X K X K N

X K X K X K X K N

K C K C K C K

X K 0 Q X K P X K

P K P P P

#

0

= − − ⋅

= − −

= − −

=

= ≡

=

−

�

�

�

� �

�

� �

(4)

The filtered-X LMS algorithm, given in equation (4), converges when the
stepsize m  is sufficiently small and the plant model is sufficiently close to the

true plant. See references [6] and [8] for details. Note that $� 	D Q−�  is used in
place of X K� 	  in Figure 4.
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 Figure 4. System Diagram of the Filtered-X LMS Algorithm
(Feedback Configuration)

TMS320C30 IMPLEMENTATION OF AN ADAPTIVE ACTIVE NOISE
CONTROL SYSTEM FOR HEADPHONES

System Components

The feedback control structure shown in Figure 4 was implemented using the
TI TMS320C30 as the controller [14], and the components shown in Figure 5
as the plant. The loudspeakers were mounted inside the Sony model CD550
headphone set. A Radio Shack omnidirectional tie tack electret microphone
was placed directly in front of the headphone speaker.

The active noise control system was first implemented using serial port 0 on
the TMS320C30 Evaluation Module (EVM) and the on-board TLC32044
analog interface controller (AIC), input amplifiers and output amplifiers. See
reference [13] for a description of each component. In this configuration, all
components shown in Figure 5, except for the loudspeaker and microphone,
were readily available on the EVM. This proved to be very convenient for the
development of the ANC system.
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The second phase of the implementation took advantage of serial port 1 on
the EVM to interface the TMS320C30 DSP chip to external converters: Burr
Brown A/Ds (102) and D/As (202). As mentioned earlier, minimizing delays is
critical to performance in an ANC system and these devices have a faster
conversion time specification than the AIC on the EVM. The Burr Brown
converters were incorporated on a DEM-DSP 102/202 Evaluation Fixture
board that included a sampling rate generator and low-pass filters. The Burr
Brown interface was less convenient to use, especially since the low-pass
filters had a fixed cut-off frequency of 20 kHz and amplifiers were not
provided on the board. A TL074 op-amp circuit was used to provide
amplification of the microphone signal, and the LM386 audio amplifier was
used to provide enough current to drive the headphone loudspeakers.

In this project, the sampling rate was set to be 8 kHz, and so, in the first
phase of development, the low-pass filters on the EVM were set (by adusting
the software) to have a cut-off frequency of 3 kHz.

 Figure 5. Components in the Plant 0 Q� 	
−� [5], [9]

System Identification Algorithm

Before the filtered-X LMS algorithm can be implemented, a model of the
plant, ; $� 	=0 Q

−� , is needed. Figure 5 shows the components in the plant to be
identified. A linear FIR (finite impulse response) filter was chosen to model
the plant because of its flexibility and ease of use.

In the system identification procedure, an excitation signal is output from the
DSP. Typically, the excitation signal is pseudo-random binary noise, applied
to both the plant and the plant model. An identification algorithm is used to
find the parameters in the plant model.

For this project, better results were obtained by using a series of alternating
positive and negative pulses as the excitation. The resulting impulse
responses were averaged to obtain the final plant model, $� 	0 Q

−� . This plant
model was subsequently used in the control algorithm.
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Control Algorithm

The notation of Figure 4 is used to describe the program flow. After
initialization, the program loops, waiting for an interrupt. When one occurs,
the data at the input channel, ; � 	=E K , is read. Using this data, the noise
estimate ; $� 	 � 	 $ � 	=

$

D K E K Y K
0

= − −�  and the controller output

; � 	 � � 	 $� 	=U K # Q K D K= −−�
�  are calculated. This new data, ; � 	=U K , is written to the

headphones.

The main routine adapts the parameters (taps) of the controller ; � � 	=# Q K−� .

First, the signal ; � 	=U K  is passed through the plant model filter ; � 	=0 Q
−�  to

generate the signal $ � 	
$

Y K
0

; then, the noise estimate ; $� 	=D K is passed through

the plant model filter to produce ; $ � 	=D K0 . The adaptation stepsize ; =m is then
normalized [4]. Finally, the controller filter taps are updated using the error
signal ; � 	=E K  from the last interrupt, the filtered data ; $ � 	=

$

D K
0

, and the
normalized stepsize ; =m  according to the algorithm given in equation (4). The
program then loops and waits for the next interrupt.

Implementation of an Adaptive ANC System for Headphones

Before implementing the adaptive noise control system, extensive
simulations were performed. Both computer-generated and real recorded
noise were used to gain insight and predict the performance and stability
limits of the actual system. Hardware, software, and electromechanical
transducers were fit together to form the complete active noise control
system.

RESULTS

The noise from rotating machines contains strong periodic components.
Therefore, the performance of the adaptive ANC system was compared
against that of a commercial ANC headphone set for a single-tone sinusoidal
(narrow-band) noise. Figure 6 shows the results using the TMS320C30 EVM
serial port 0 and associated on-board system components. The amount of
noise reduction for each single frequency was measured in dB by feeding the
microphone signal to an HP 3562A Dynamic Signal Analyzer. Clearly, the
TMS320C30-based adaptive system outperformed the commercial
headphones over a large range of frequencies. The reduction of the
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commercial headphones is 5---10 dB in the 100 Hz to 1200 Hz frequency
region. The TMS320C30-based adaptive headphone system achieves roughly
40-dB to 60-dB reduction in the 200 Hz to 1500 Hz frequency range. By
adjusting the adaptation stepsize, stability was maintained throughout the
frequency range shown, and reasonably fast convergence rates were
obtained.

 Figure 6. Narrow-Band Noise: Comparison of Reduction
(dB vs. Frequency in Hz)

The results shown in Figure 6 were obtained from "before" and "after" plots
shown in Figure 7 and Figure 8. In the first graph, the spectrum of a 400-Hz
sinusoid is shown without any active noise control, as measured by the
microphone attached inside the headphone set. With the active noise control
system applied (Figure 8), a 52-dB reduction in noise is achieved.
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For wide-band noise, Burr Brown converters were used. The results given in
Figure 9 show that the adaptive system achieves a 5-dB to 11-dB reduction
over the range from 200 Hz to 700 Hz. Roughly speaking, the adaptive
system performs equally well as the commercial headphones for wide-band
noise. The use of faster D/A and A/D converters (through serial port 1 of the
EVM), better system identification, and more complex control structures
should result in performance that exceeds the commercial headphones. On-
going experiments also test the adaptive ANC system on wide-band non-
stationary noise recorded from a moving car [12].

 Figure 7. Narrow-Band Noise: A 400-Hz Sinusoid Without Adaptive Active
Noise Control
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 Figure 8. Narrow-Band Noise: A 400-Hz Sinusoid with Adaptive Active Noise
Control
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 Figure 9. Wide-Band Noise: Adaptive ANC Performance
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 Figure 10. Wide-Band Noise: Commercial Headphones Performance

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

Commercially available active noise control headphones rely on fixed analog
controllers to drive "anti-noise" loudspeakers. Our design uses an adaptive
controller to optimally cancel unwanted acoustic noise. This headphone
would be particularly useful for workers who operate or work near heavy
machinery and engines because the noise is selectively eliminated. Desired
sounds, such as speech and warning signals, are left to be heard clearly.

The filtered-X LMS adaptive control algorithm is implemented on a TI
TMS320C30 DSP that drives a Sony CD550 headphone/microphone system.
Our experiments indicate that adaptive control results in a dramatic
improvement in performance over fixed control for narrow-band noise. This
is achieved by the self-optimizing and tracking capabilities of the adaptive
controller in response to different types of ambient noise. Further
performance improvement for wide-band noise can be achieved by using
more complex controller structures and faster converging algorithms.
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